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Manufacture of
White Metal Bearings
There are many instances where
specialist manufactured white metal
bearings are required rather than off-theshelf components. These can include
bearings worn out of specification, older
plant where replacement bearings are no
longer available, extremely specialized
bearings, very long lead-times from the
OEM, or a standard new bearing not
being a cost-effective option.
Alloy Bearings’ capabilities include
reverse engineering of existing bearings
to produce a spare or replacement
bearing. Our qualified personnel have
even been known to prepare drawings
on-site at a power station during a
planned outage!

Market sectors include:
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Hydro Power Stations
Coal Power Stations
Metal & Mineral Mining
Metal Refineries
Steel Mills
Pulp & Paper Mills
Oil/gas/petroleum Refineries
Drilling & Exploration
Gas Transmission Stations
Refineries – Sugar, Salt
Cement Works

»D
 airy factories
» Food Processing Plant,
including cool stores
» Meat works
» Water and Wastewater
» Large passenger ferries
» Ports (cranes, tugs, barges)
» Commercial Fishing
» Shipyards & Slipways
» Defence Industries & Navy

We manufacture to the highest standards.
Due to many decades of practical experience here at Alloy Bearings, our team are also able to make
recommendations to update bearings and incorporate current industry “best practice” improvements
into the design. An example is removing dovetails which reduces the likelihood of stress cracks, thus
extending the life span of the bearing. We have also successfully manufactured bearings with modified
designs to increase oil film thickness and reduce temperatures, and others to increase load capacity.
Typically we are able to manufacture bearings more quickly
and cost-effectively than the OEM.
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 hitemetal (Babbitt) Bearings
W
Tilting Pad Journal Bearings
Tilting Pad Thrust Bearings
Cylindrical Bore Bearings
Elliptical or Lemon Bore
Multilobe Profile Bore
Pedestal Bearings
Segmented Bearings
Lineshaft or Carrier Support Bearings
Tapered Land Thrust Plates
Hydrogen Seal Rings
Labyrinth Seals

Typical applications are:
»
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 urbines, Turbo compressors
T
Extraction or Ventilation Fans, Blowers
Large Reciprocating Compressors, Homogenisers
Rotary Screw Refrigeration and Gas Compressors
Large Alternators, Generators, Electric Motors, Traction Drive motors
Cooling Water (CW) Pumps, Boiler Feed Pumps, Large Transfer Pumps
Gearboxes, Drives, Mine Winders, Winches
Coal Pulverisers, Crushers, Ball Mills
Medium & Low Speed Engines
Marine Stern Tubes and Seals
Steel Rolling Mills
Hydro Turbines
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Our work

Above: manufactured solid white metal bushings for steel mill

Below: manufactured hydrogen seals for
steam turbine at coal-fired power station

Below: oil pump bearings for geothermal power station

Above: turbine gearbox bearing
for dairy factory

Below: manufactured upper guide pads for turbine at hydro power station

Right: manufactured
thrust pads for paper
mill

Below: manufactured fan bearings for sugar mill

Above: manufactured forward
and aft stern tube bearings for
marine vessel
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Above: manufactured bronze backed guide pads for turbine at hydro power station

Below: manufactured
compressor bearings
for rail industry

Below: turbine journal bearing for hydro power station

Below: manufactured turbine gearbox bearings for sugar mill

Below: manufactured turbine guide bearing for hydro power station

Case Study: New Zealand Refining Company
The NZRC had long
suffered from bearing
failures in its high vacuum
column bottom Byron
Jackson pumps.
A fully wiped bearing raised
the profile of the problem and
prompted a call for assistance
to a plain bearing specialist,
Alloy Bearings.
The company staff had recently
had experience with bearings in
a power station turbine boiler
feed pump that suffered from
similar overheating and wiping
problems.
Based on this experience they
proposed a number of minor
modifications to the bearing
geometry and detail. The
modifications were intended
to maximize the flow of cool
oil from the sump through the
bearings thus increasing oil
film thickness and reducing
temperatures.

The new bearing geometry and
design is considered a complete
success and replacement
bearings have been ordered for
the second pump.
Thanks go to the staff of
Alloy Bearings and the NZRC
Operations and Maintenance
departments who helped solve
this seemingly intractable
problem.

Above: new designed bearing
after proving run
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Engineering
Precision engineering you can rely on
Our team of skilled engineers
work together to provide a
complete service dedicated to
solving our customers' problems and reducing downtime.
A system of regular performance
reviews, meticulous documentation and record keeping allow us
to provide you with an informed
analysis to identify root cause
issues and where potential
future issues may occur.
Specialised teams within the
business ensure focus and
attention to detail is always
maintained. Teams collaborate to
provide the best overall solution
for our customers and our key
international relationships help
ensure that we are capable of
providing the best support and
assistance possible.
Our approach is to implement
systems that are not only
designed to protect and extend
the life of critical equipment but
also to eliminate the risk of any
costly 'downtime' occuring.

We provide:
» 	CAD drawing capabilities
» 	Foundry specifically set up
for plain bearings
» 	Reverse engineering and
drawing capabilities
» 	Qualified and experienced
machinists
» 	Extensive database of
historical data about plain
bearings
» 	In-house Qualified Operator
Level II for Ultrasonic Testing
» 	Combination of CNC and
conventional machining
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Manufacturing excellence
If you have a requirement for a
non-standard white metal bearing, or just need a price competitive option, the experienced
Alloy Bearings team are capable
of manufacturing many types
of plain bearings. Service providers and end users entrust us
with the complete manufacture
of bearings for many applications. If drawings or required
documents are not available, the
Alloy Bearings team has the ability to reverse engineer bearings.
This is used not only to produce
a solution for the client, but also
as a new blueprint for further
refurbishment projects.

Alloy Bearings has and will
always recognise the extremely
vital nature of the components,
and the importance of getting
them correct the first time.

Our ethos is to do the right
“thing,
act with integrity and
in good faith. We make every
effort to ensure that your
finished product is better than
you expect. We guarantee
quality every time, and we
back this with our expertise,
experience and commitment to
customer service."
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Quality Control
Alloy Bearings is certified to ISO9001:2015.

Holding an ISO9001 certificate means that Alloy
Bearings has a quality management system
which conforms to international standards, and that we are regularly audited by an independent third party
professional certified body. This
assures all our work is done
in accordance with appropriate
procedures and manufacturers’ specifications.
Alloy Bearings has been
accredited to ISO9001
since 1994.

NDT
NDT (non-destructive testing) is carried
out by a third party unless requested
otherwise. You will receive copies of
all NDT reports pertaining to your
job. We also have a qualified in-house
NDT specialist who performs checks in
addition to the third party testing.

Experience
Alloy Bearings is a fourth-generation
family business that originated in 1953
and was established in 1974 as a specialist bearing facility. We are solely focused
on white metal bearing technology and
are recognised as New
Zealand's leading plain
bearing specialists.
Collectively the Alloy
Bearings teamhave more
than 200 years’ experience
with plain bearing technology.

Packaging and Freight
Our commitment to quality continues throughout the packaging
and freight process. Bearings
are packaged to an extremely high standard to ensure the
finished quality is preserved.
Specialty boxes are made if
we believe these are needed to
protect the bearings. Detailed
reports are sent with each bearing so you know exactly what
you are receiving.
The Alloy Bearings team has the
ability to look after all aspects of
your freight requirements worldwide and are particularly experienced at trans-Tasman freight.
All the documentation including
shippers’ letters of instructions,
commercial invoices, and customs clearances is looked after
by us as an integral part of the
delivery of new manufactured
bearings.

Our mission is to provide products
“and
service solutions to extend the
life of critical equipment assets for
industry and government."

Our Reach
Our work in the Asia-Pacific
region includes:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

 ew Zealand
N
Australia
Philippines
Fiji
Papau New Guniea
New Caledonia
Samoa

The map is intended to give an indication of
the locations of many of the plants where we
have helped to extend the life of critical equipment assets. It is not exhaustive and we enjoy
doing business with many valued customers and
suppliers throughout the globe.
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New Zealand
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Free phone (AUS): 1800 736 3825
Free phone (NZ): 0800 423 9423
Email: sales@alloybearings.com
www.alloybearings.com

